Noise reduction hearing aids: release from masking and release from distortion.
Automatic frequency response (AFR) hearing aids usually reduce their low-frequency gain in the presence of noise; several investigators have reported improved recognition of high-frequency speech information in low-frequency band-limited noise with AFR versus non-AFR hearing aids. In this work, masking patterns (masked threshold for frequency-modulated probe tones as a function of probe frequency) were obtained for a narrowband low-frequency noise. Speech recognition threshold for a set of high-frequency loaded monosyllables also was obtained in the presence of the same noise. Aided speech and masking pattern data for one normal and two hearing-impaired subjects wearing a master hearing aid incorporating a commercially available AFR circuit showed modest AFR effects. Moreover, masking noise spectra measured in ear canals of subjects wearing the master hearing aid showed evidence of substantial hearing aid-generated distortion products in the AFR-off condition. Results obtained from the normal subject listening with a low-distortion laboratory simulation of an AFR hearing aid showed greater release from masking for the same low-frequency attenuation as provided by the hearing aid. Improvements of speech recognition in noise observed with AFR hearing aids may result from some combination of release from upward spread of masking and reduction of distortion products generated by the hearing aid in the non-AFR setting.